Dr. Patricio G. Herbst
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November 8, 2019
To The Island School Human Resources Officer
I write to provide a strong recommendation for Chandler Brown. Ms. Brown has worked in the
GRIP lab, where we do education research, particularly in mathematics education. I have known
Ms. Brown as an analyst, editor, and as project manager. In all three capacities I have been
impressed by her attention to detail, initiative, energy, and excellent disposition.
Ms. Brown’s talent became apparent to me first in the context of an effort to code videotapes of
classroom interaction. She noticed inconsistencies in how a coding system was being
implemented. She took it upon herself to bring the issue up, even though others might have
perceived this not to be within her purview. I appreciated not only her initiative but also her
ideas on how the problem could be solved.
Recently, I had to respond on very short notice to page proofs of a chapter that I had written and
for which there had been very little editing on the part of the book editors. I asked Ms. Brown
whether she could help. She was eager to do the work, did it after hours, was fast and thorough.
We had to let go our project manager at a time when we could not afford to have the role vacant
until a new manager was hired. Having recognized Ms. Brown’s potential, we approached her
with the proposal to take on the role as an interim. Even though she knew how much work was
involved and the pressure the prior occupant of the role had been under, Ms. Brown took on the
role eagerly. She has performed superbly: She foresees problems and thinks about solutions
beforehand, she is accountable, affable, energetic, and organized. We recently hired a permanent
project manager and Ms. Brown has been generous with her. While this new manager is learning
her role, Ms. Brown maintains operations going. I know that she wants to teach and I support
her decision to move on, but I don’t relish the idea of letting her go. Be sure that Ms. Brown
leaves our lab better than she found it and having made an excellent impression on my
colleagues and me.
Please take this as a strong recommendation.
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